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1.

Select a level, flat and smooth heat resistant surface to work on 
i.e. granite kitchen / bathroom counter

Prerequisites: ●

● Omicron cartridge Fill Tool
● Jet flame lighter recommended, regular lighter will also work

Stand cartridge up with threaded end down 
on your flat work surface.

2. Place Fill Tool onto the top of the cartridge.  Air
hole will be covered by the deflector built into the
                              Fill Tool.

If your extract is in a vial, place the vial into the Fill Tool
upside down and with the cap off (3a).  If your extract is
not in a vial, just load it directly into the Fill Tool (3b).

3.

The Omicron vaporizer is the world’s first and only non-flame powered
portable extract vaporizer.  The only one to use pure extract oils with no
need for carrier agents or cotton in the cartridge.  The only one that
allows you to load the cartridges with your own extract oils.
                    Omicron, the future of vaporization has arrived.
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3a. 3b.
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Grasp cartridge and gently start to apply heat with your torch lighter on a low setting.
Beginning at the bottom of the Fill Tool, heat no longer than 2 seconds in one area and
keep the lighter moving upwards heating the Fill Tool (4a1,2 and 4b1,2) and then the
vial (4a2) only.  If the cartridge gets too hot to hold, you are applying too much heat.
                                 DO NOT overheat the cartridge!

4.

4b2.

4a2.

4b1.4a1.
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5. Once the extract begins to flow into the cartridge, move your lighter back down to
heat the Fill Tool until all of your extract is in the cartridge.  Let the Fill Tool and vial
cool down for 2 minutes before touching them!!!   DO NOT overheat the cartridge!
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5b2.5a2.

5a1. 5b1.

      !!! Let the Fill Tool and vial
                   cool down
        before touching them !!!

            !!! Let the Fill Tool
                   cool down
          before touching it !!!
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7. If you are going to store the cartridge then place the white cap on the end.

6. Once cool, remove the vial (6a) and then the Fill Tool.  The cartridge is now ready
for use.
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6b.6a.

Place white cap on
for storage, or
leave off for instant
use.
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